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The Finance and Investment Cell, Aryabhatta College, in collaboration with Mesha, an online
finance learning platform, organized a week of exciting competitions from 13th November 2021
onwards. A webinar was also conducted on the topic ‘Investing in Cryptocurrency’. More than
1000 students participated in the week-long series of events.

In this era of modernization in an attempt to spread financial literacy, the Finance and Investment
Cell of Aryabhatta College organized a webinar with Mr Tahem Veer Verma, co-founder of Mesha.
In this era of globalization and modernization, cryptocurrency has emerged as one of the best
avenues of investment. Now being a highly famous avenue, it comes up with several doubts.
Moreover, as it is the newly emerged avenue, hence it becomes more cumbersome to understand
this highly complex system of crypto.



The session began with a note from our Convenor, Prof. JK Singh. He introduced the theme of the
session to the students and mentioned the importance of keeping oneself updated with trending
and prevalent issues such as cryptocurrency to save oneself from frauds and traps.

Following him our Principal, Prof. Manoj Sinha, expressed his gratitude to Mr Tahem Veer Verma
for sparing his valuable time to enlighten us all about the importance of investing in
cryptocurrency. He also highlighted the importance of personal investment and financial literacy.

At first, Mr Verma introduced us to the system of blockchain and cryptocurrency. Blockchain is a
decentralized, distributed and public system which records all the transactions made in
cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency is a type of decentralised money that is used as a medium of
exchange. Mr Verma told how this cryptocurrency has become a centre of sight because of its
decentralised nature.



Talking about the crypto investment, he gave a clear green flag to investing in the cryptocurrency
by giving us several pieces of advice on how to evaluate crypto before investing. According to him
before investing in any crypto we should go through the team and their project. A proper
evaluation of the crypto coins before investing can surely give us great benefits. Thereafter he told
us about how the Indian government is quite negligent to accept these digitally designed
currencies because of their un-centralised and hectic nature.

He advised the students to start investing money not only in cryptocurrency but also other
avenues to diversify their investment portfolio. According to him as inflation is on spike rise,
financial literacy and our investment steps can not only secure our future but will also make us
self-sufficient

Discussions with Mr Tahem Veer Verma proved to be very insightful and motivating as they helped
us liberate our minds toward the real recognition
The conversation generated a wave of optimism which was visible when our audience thanked
him for such inspiring words.



Following the webinar, the two competitions, Hot Stock and Vittsangram were officially launched.
Hot Stock, a mock-stock competition, allowed the students to experience the thrill of the free
markets without having undergone the associated risks of the stock market. It was an
educational experience for the participants and they learnt about the functioning of the markets.
Vittsangram, an online finance quiz competition, was a brilliant opportunity for the participants to
test their financial acumen and knowledge to compete with the other participants.



The entire week was an exciting journey of learning and exploring the dynamic world of finance.
The events concluded with all the participants resolving to continue their learning graph in their
financial journey.


